Phase I – February 18 to March 5
Phase II – March 5 to March 28
Phase III – March 28 to April 16

Mercury Retrograde

Mercury retrograde in Spiritual Blueprints adjusted to reflect our
Journey into the Uranus in Taurus Era. 2019 is a THREE
universal year and March is universally a SIX month, which gives
us a new level of creativity to bring into the year. Thinking outside
the box and trying different avenues becomes the key to the
THREE year of 2019. March brings in the importance of balance.
With the SIX focus we will address many situations and
circumstances that are at odds or out of sorts that need to be
resolved. These problems are also the stepping stones to bring
harmony and balance into our life.

December 2nd through December 22nd
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Spiritual Blueprint Adjusted for the New Era
PHASE I: Mercury will collect the important spiritual connections and awareness from February 18th through March
5th, as events culminate to set the stage for the changes associated with this retrograde. Mercury reaches the
furthest forward motion that it can, stretching the link between the Sun and Mercury that has an approximate 18
degrees limit. Mercury out in front is uncovering the spiritual elements that are subject to revision; rethinking, and
reassessing many issues, situations and decisions. It is during these events that you have Phase I situations that
will ultimately require additional information and adjustments before issues are complete.

With the Mercury retrograde in Pisces, from March 5th through
March 28th, the issues of our spiritual essence, inner awareness
and Divine connections come into focus to solve and bring into
balance. Pisces rules our inner spiritual essence, which is invisible
to the outside world, yet encompasses everything we do. This
inner essence will be the empowering energy that begins to
change the outside circumstances to align with our spiritual
blueprints. This Mercury retrograde coincides with the shift of
Uranus out of Aries and into Taurus, creating a New Era, which
begins on March 6th.

PHASE II: Mercury reaches 29 Pisces on March 5th and turns retrograde. This begins the process of our orbit
moving faster than Mercury, which gives us new information that pushes us to run to keep up with the events. This
gives us many situations to deal with and begins the process that makes us feel situations are out of control. Pisces
brings in the focus of Divine connection, with our intuition receiving a lot of information. Mercury seemingly moving
backward from our perspective becomes a time that we are mentally challenged because of situations that are
occurring in the area of our life designated by the placement of Pisces is pushing us to listen intuitively to the
directions for transition during this time. The areas of focus are shown within our personal birth chart. To
understand the focus of these challenges provides solutions by listening on an intuitive level instead of reacting to
situations and causing more challenges by our own reactions. Having the strength of Divine connection and our
intuitive guidance to choose our response to act rather than react becomes the optimum approach to these times.
Bringing forward the intuitive solutions helps to negate the Mercury retrograde phenomena.

March shifts our spiritual blueprints during this Mercury retrograde
at the same time our new pathway is created from the summation
of our efforts and attitudes from the Uranus in Aries Era. Balance
will be achieved, by the Mercury retrograde in Pisces, from March
5th through March 28th, which will shift our spiritual blueprints and
revises our direction, especially as Sun connects with Neptune on
March 6th, and Mercury retrograde connects with Neptune on
March 24th.

PHASE III: Once Mercury turns direct at 16 Pisces on March 28th, the corrected version of Phase III begins. Our
orbit and Mercury’s is aligned and in sync again. Blending the new information that emerged during Phase II into a
revised fusion of intuition, new events unfold, and the evolution of our stage occurs. Our pathway and journey veers
us into the right transport in the cosmic Grand Central Station as new directions unfold revisions to our journey. The
spiritual essence guiding our new pathway reflects the core essence as aligned with our spiritual purpose.
Transparency of our spiritual essence is the overarching theme for this year as this retrograde shifts our spiritual
blueprints to reveal our journey into the Uranus in Taurus Era.
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Chiron (our spiritual savings account earned from our efforts)
collects our motives, efforts, attitude and drives along with our
accomplishments. Chiron connects with Mercury in Aries on April
19th, at 3 Aries, which opens up the results of our efforts to set
the pathway to the transition of our new journey. Chiron brings our
efforts to pave the way for the Uranus in Taurus Era.
|
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Chiron shifts into Aries to begin
collection of our “response” to
situations during the Uranus in Aries Era
from March 2011 to March 2019

Feb 19

With Mercury getting so far in front of
Sun, many situations and issues feel as
though they are getting out of control
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SUN conjunct MOON
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Sun conjunct Mercury retrograde at 24 Pisces
When Mercury goes behind the Sun, we lose site of
our mental and emotional process, which creates a
chaotic state of mind, from March 14th through
March 28th. This becomes the “typical” Mercury
retrograde experience.
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The Uranus in Taurus Era begins on March 6th,
with the pathway infused through the collection of our
words, actions and motives used during the Uranus in
Aries phase, from March 2011 to March 2019. Our
new pathway is created from the summation of our
efforts and attitudes. While Uranus was in Aries, we
had to be a singular energy to determine what the
True Self was capable of doing. We might have had
people around us, but our accomplishments were
completely because of our own motives, ethics, efforts
and actions.
April
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29° Pisces

Once Mercury turns direct on March 28th, the alignment with our earthly orbit and Mercury are once again in sync,
however Mercury continues to lag behind and is revising our spiritual blueprints for the new Uranus in Taurus Era
from March 2019 to April 2026

Mercury Retrograde – March 5th through March 28th
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Mercury Retrograde
Phenomena

Not drawn to scale, drawn to designate events

Sun – Present Time & Purpose

Spiritual Blueprint Adjustments for the New Era
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Sun Moon Neptune 16 Pisces
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Mercury retrograde conjunct Neptune
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During this Mercury retrograde in Pisces, an important aspect of Mercury square Jupiter comes into play and occurs three times during this
Mercury retrograde phase. Jupiter in Sagittarius aligns us with our goals, living our beliefs and integrates our true philosophy into our life. Mercury
retrograde creating a square to Jupiter pushes us to step up to the next level. Squares are like stairs, we are pushed to take a step up. As
Mercury brings information forward that illustrates our spiritual awareness, we can no longer maintain the old life or the old way of life. Prompting
us to align with our beliefs, philosophy and revise our goals, information comes along to see our Grand Central Station ticket and to realize that our
journey is changing. Mercury created a square to Jupiter on February 22nd, March 15th, and on April 12th. These key dates become the major
shifts that prompt us to make decisions that open the doors of opportunity to make the changes needed.
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Feb 18

Mercury – Thoughts, Information
and communication

Mercury Retrograde

Birth Chart calculated by
•Birth Date

 is the symbol for Pisces
This person has key planets in Pisces within the span of
16 to 29 Pisces, which creates situations that will bring
in additional adjustments occurring in these areas.

16°

If the Mercury retrograde impacts planets within your chart, that are located
within the highlighted area, then this Mercury retrograde will have a greater
influence to bring changes to the area containing the planet(s).

Understanding Mercury Retrograde in YOUR Chart
1. Find where Pisces is in your chart * (complimentary chart available with purchase of Mercury Retrograde OnLine News)
2. Determine the house location that covers 16 to 29 degrees Pisces
3. Determine the span of this Mercury retrograde which may be contained within spanning one or two houses (degrees go counter clockwise)
4. More information; Read sections in Mercury Retrograde OnLine news that cover;
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Find the symbol for Pisces () in your chart as the
symbols on the outer chart go in order counter clock wise
and have approx 30 degrees within each sign. 16 to 29
Pisces (goes counter clockwise) spanning the Pisces
sector

•Birth Place
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March 5th through March 28th

•Birth Time

a. Impact of Mercury Retrograde according to your SUN SIGN
b. Impact of Mercury Retrograde according to the HOUSE PLACEMENT (as shown above)
c. Impact of Mercury Retrograde according to your PERSONAL YEAR (numerology)
5. Visit Mercury Retrograde OnLine News to review purchase options – Button on left side of Alpha Trends web site
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March 6 2019 to
April 2026

March 5th through March 28th
Find the symbol for Pisces () in your chart as the
symbols on the outer chart go in order counter clock wise
and have approx 30 degrees within each sign. 16 to 29
Pisces (goes counter clockwise) spanning the Pisces
sector

 is the symbol for Pisces
16°

This person has key planets in Pisces within the span of
16 to 29 Pisces, which creates situations that will bring
in additional adjustments occurring in these areas.
If the Mercury retrograde impacts planets within your chart, that are located
within the highlighted area, then this Mercury retrograde will have a greater
influence to bring changes to the area containing the planet(s).

Spiritual Blueprints change to reflect the journey into the new Uranus in Taurus Era
With the Mercury retrograde in Pisces, from March 5th through March 28th, the issues of our spiritual essence, inner awareness and Divine connections come into focus to solve and
bring into balance. Pisces rules our inner spiritual essence, which is invisible to the outside world, yet encompasses everything we do. This inner essence will be the empowering energy that
begins to change the outside circumstances to align with our spiritual blueprints. This Mercury retrograde coincides with the shift of Uranus out of Aries and into Taurus, creating a New Era.
The Uranus in Taurus Era begins on March 6th, with the pathway infused through the collection of our words, actions and motives used during the Uranus in Aries phase, from March 2011
to March 2019. Our new pathway is created from the summation of our efforts and attitudes. While Uranus was in Aries, we had to be a singular energy to determine what the True Self was
capable of doing. We might have had people around us, but our efforts and accomplishments were completely because of our own motives, ethics, efforts and actions.
How people respond is very different. From one side of the spectrum many seemed to complain that they were given too much, that too much effort was required and the situations were
not fair. The attitude of entitlement created a lot of blame and anger, as the drive toward ease (and victimhood) became the hallmark of this side of the spectrum.
The response from the other side of the spectrum, was very different. Many had to rise up, with little or no help, determine what needed to be done, scaled the cliffs and sheer walls of
situations carrying a very heavy load. The focus was on using every ounce of effort and will power to get as much done as possible, while helping others along the way. Rising up to
accomplish all that was needed, expanded an attitude of humility through seeing how much more needed to be done.
Balance will be achieved, shifting and setting the new stage during March and April. With the efforts, actions and attitudes from the Uranus in Aries phase, two sides to the spectrum
and everything in between becomes visible. The Mercury retrograde in Pisces, from March 6th through March 28th, shifts our spiritual blueprints and revises our direction. Chiron (brings in
our savings account earned from our efforts) collects our motives, efforts, attitude and drives along with our accomplishments. Chiron connects with Mercury in Aries on April 19th, at 3 Aries,
which opens up the results of our efforts to set the pathway to the transition of our new journey. Chiron brings our efforts to pave the way for the Uranus in Taurus Era.
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Mercury Retrograde
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